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Q: Mr. Colton, when we left off our discussion, we were" talking about the purge 

and I had in m:;i.nd the first purge, the political purge. So I would like to go 

back to your work aga:j:n~:;i.J I may, in 19A6, just to make sure that I understand 

how your unit operated and how you went out and gathered information and what 

ha:ppened to your informat:j:.on~ So for one thing, tell me a little bit more 

about the directives y'ou ope-rated under, the Potsdam I know and the JCS 15 

IJ'oint Ch:j:e;£;s of, Staf,f,/., Was that readily available to you? 

KC; Y'e$, tt was available and the test was not circulated or followed in terms. of 

l:;i.ne. :;i.tem by, people. in our G2 section.. But we were following the Scapin 550 

and that was 'VerY' clearly stated and it was familiar to everybody in our shop. 

I was on the polt.ti.cal s.ide of, cours:e and our as.signments. were primarily to 

review the questionnaires which. all candidates had to f,ill out and these came 

to G2.. We would go through these,and those that seemed to indicate a question~ 

able proble,m we would try to look into and investigate.. I think our primary 

concern would be wi,th. thos.e that were under that category. Was his general 

p:rof,ile reputation one o~ the individual who supported aggressive war, and I 

believe thi.s was Categpry E., if, I recall correctly. We had a number of cases 

like that and my· pa.rtt.cula;J:7 exposure was very modest, of cours.e, but I. remembe:r 

we had a man named ~\anwiamoto who was' with the 'Keizo, which was the reconstruction 

magazine. He was an em:j:nent liberal tn the traditional sense that he was an 
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advocate of :M:argare.t Sanger and family planning birth control as I recall 

her identi:eication~ He helped to bring her to Japan back in the twenties, and 

he was under questioning because during the war, I forget whether it was the 
!l~A 
Keizo or other activities of a journalistic nature he was involved with which. 

raised some questions. And the type of thing which I did at least, I had a 

Japanese n::i:sei linguist and we would go to the Tokyo University Library and 

check the files of --- to see what articles he had been responsible :eor or 

editorials which might have been excessively jingoistic, nationalistic, whether 

they were articles that would pour oil upon the fire. In most cases 1 would 

t·)?y- to arrange a per~;lOnql interview with these people and I remember I went to 

yaIIl;IIlamoto~s place one evening and we had quite a long, family, informal type. of; 

talk~ 0;[; COUrs.e :tt wa.s typtcal of many of these indiv:tduals like Yannnamoto. 

Th.e.y rarely tri,ed to meet the issue head--on in terms. of what was. the allegatipn 
apparently 

and disp;J?ove:tt They were primarily uncons-ciously..!jconsistentlY,trying to 

bu:j:ld a picture of; themselves and their career as being good people:l with. weari.ng 

white. hats· and be.ing under either pressure or trying to avoid the pressure whi.ch 

was exerted and the ass.UTfJption 1 came to conclude was that they wanted to demon" 
if 

g,t;rate that the.:y were people, of good character and good faith and tha!./'they' were 

of good faith. and good character, they couldn't have done anything wrong. Other.,.... 

wise they were concerned with demonstrating their reputation rather than their 

deeds, and the American approach is quite the opposite when a s.pecific deed, 

action and so forth, regardles.s of what the reputation was. 

YaJIlIIlamoto was one cas.e and another example was Kawakami J~tar'(;~ who was an 

eminent Christ:tan. He came from Kobe, of course~ I rememher his coming in to 

see. me, several times' and he was a particularly obvious. case of an individual who 
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was seeking to demonstrate that his character was good, he was beyond reproach 

and this sort of thing. And the real question with Kawakami was his involvement 

in the labor situation on the eve of war, and he did give speeches during the 

war in support of this United Front in unification of labor. And in Yammamoto's 

case I felt that I couldn't make a strong case to prove that he was completely 

free of culpability, but we did postpone, his purge. And the actual purging, 

let's see, in terms of the actual purging in this case, this was handled by 

Government Section. And G2 in this case my function was primarily in submitting 

reports and memos and these memos would go upstairs to the fifth floor of the 

Government Section. 

Q: Did you make recommendations in these memos or simply fill out questionnaires? 

KC: No, we dtdn~t ;C::j,.ll out any blanks, any forms.. We wrote memos that addressed to 

the is.sue and addressed to what information you found. And then you'd come up 

with. hopefully a conclusion, and in Yammomoto's case I think one felt that his 

prewar background was fully creditable. One had a feeling that maybe he had 

adopted a form of expediency and I was a young whelp and as I look back on it, 

I would say that maybe. we, weren't in a fully adequate position to understand 

the full pressures of individuals. At the same time, one has to recognize that 

if you -w.:e;l;e deeply commttted to your principles, you would stand up and take some 

puni.shment, otherwise be a sacrifice. Very few of these people were of that 

character and l' think tf you recognize, as I would say later, the society in 

Japan, the people who would stand on their feet and say "Nuts H to you would be 

very, very few. Yammomoto was one of those who I think would be a mild resister. 

Another case was Kawakami Jotaro and I think Kawakami Jotaro reflected that the 

ambivalence of much of the prewar source was movement~ And you can see the 
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back. T to know , his wife 

well, and his son Tomeo very well, and T knew means, as well as 

this particular approach. to the purge question of Kawakami, I got to know that 

particular wing of the Socialist Party very well. Another illustration of how 

we handled things in G2 in our section was Kono Ichiro. Kono Ichiro was rather 

a very active, a very strong person, even in the early postwar reconstruction 

of the Liberal Party. He was the first secretary of the Party_ He was actually 

in that group of the first three Japanese politicians I'd ever met, a very 

reserved, quiet, precise person and his manner and facial expressions and the 

like, and I got to know Kono quite well before he came under suspicion of the 

purge. His problem was his advocacy of a policy of strong confrontation I think 

one could say against the so-·called ABC policy, the America. /Britain in the 

Netherlands. Kono made some very strident statements in the farliament and else~ 

where and I saw him quite a bit during this particular phase of this particular 

period. And I had to honestly come to the conclusion that on this particular 

occasion he was very' much of a nationalist. I can't recall exactly what I said 

but my conclusion was that in terms of the description of 8;· purge, he was vulnerable 

and he was subsequently purged. 

Another case I got involved in was Hatoyama and he was a cause celebre be~· 
a founder of 

cause he wa~/the postwar Liberal Party. He early came under questioning, both 

in Government Section a.nd G2, and he perhaps illustrates how those two depart.,.., 

ments, divisions, in a number of ways worked. There was a member of the Govern ..... · 
of extraction~ 

ment Section who wa!!!..1 Russj:a~1 Andrew Rodanski? That doesn't quite rj:ng a bell. 

Q; Krostansloff Qr something. I can 'look it up. 

KC; Okay. He was. in Government Section a.nd to this. day I. cannot be sure. I don ~ t 
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know at the time, I don't know as I even inquired what his citizenship was, but 

he was clearly of Russian ancestry He had Anglicized his name slightly. He had 

written a book on Korea. And he was particularly vehement in opposition to 

Hatoyama. He was absolutely the worst case. He should be eliminated without 

any question. He came down and saw some of oUr people who were interested in 

doing an investigation on the Imperial Rule Political Society, Assistance 

Society. And it was a matter of upmanship in those days if you were able to 

distinguish between the Imperial Rule Political Association and the E:O.j:itical 

Rule Association in general. And T felt just listening to some of this that 

there was a great deal of verbalism and arbitrary determinations which needed 
little 

som!!;./ ;eurther :t.nquiry" So when my opportunittes came; I was working in the 

G2 sectton on conse~rvatiyes.. So T either..,...·.,..·I don't know whether I took it or 

I was ass.igned~ This was in my ballpark, so I did a bit of digging on Hatoyama. 

He. WaS' cr:;tti.cized ~or his book, Face of the World, as you probably know. And 

the. more I got into Hat oyama , the more it seemed to me that he was a very ex.,... 

cellent Case o:e a person who was torn between political principles and the cuI""' 

tural i:rnperat:i.:yes o:e a socie.ty as that society existed at the time. And I was 

particularly tmpressed with Hatoyama's membership in the wing of the Seiy~kai 

which was farthest away from the Shin bureaucracy, the new bureaucrats. And 

when he had as his opponent in the 1930 Sanokajima Chico Hai, I felt this was 

a crediJ for Hatoyama. And when that Seiyrlk8.i!. split and they came to face 

the Tojo elections of 1942, Hatoyama was the leader of the Dokokai, which be-

came a political holding company for not only non-·aggressive SeiyukaiL members 

but it included a number of Minseito people like Saito and a number of rel-

atively minor parties like, as I recall--you see, I forget whether Uehara Sejiro 
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was a member of the Sei yul~fJ at that time or not but he and Hotaj ima and a 
were 

number of others who rather had a consistent liberal record/ all members of the 

Doko k~f And they were, as you know, bitterly fought by Tojo in the so-called 
and 

Tojo election~/HatQyama spent the time up in the Karauizawa, most of the time, 

during the. war. He certainly did not have any active part. Gridenski or Gridans, 

whatever the guy's name, they made a lot of capital of the fact that Hatoyama~s 

name appeared as one of the officers of the Imperial Rule Assistance Society 

during the war. And the more I got into it, the more I felt that this was not 

a case wh.ere he was an advocate supporter, that he claimed, as I recall, that 

his name had be.en posted without his consent ~ And as near as I could reconstruct 

it, this was probably true or at least he did not give them verbal permission. 

My interpretation in a Japanese society there's a lot of ambiguity in this type 

of a situation. You will avoid a connnitment and you may make your assumption 

whichever preference you may have. Well, the bottom line was that I had written 

a conclusion that I think Hatoyama should not have been purged at that time, and 

I don't know how strong I made it because there was a lot of pressure in both 

G2 and Government Section that he should be limited.. The general settlement in th.e 

Government Section and also in our section, we were sympathetic to the martY'red 

Socialists and the Liberals were all damned with the tar of the prewar·Sejyt'ikai' 

Tagging on to what happened to Hatoyama, of course he was purged~ How did 

he ge.t purged? The purge of; Hatoyama came, he was a candidate and won the 

election, I believe, in April~ That's right, in April 1946 and the next question 

was who was going to form a cabinet. I know some of my friends up in Government 

Section, they just didn't want a Hatoyama cabinet. It so happened anyway some.,.... 

wher.e in the f;irst days of April, first days of; May, I went out to visit the 
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Communist Party. I was talking to Tokuda and Tokuda had been a member of some 

of these joint party joustings over the forming of a cabinet., I met him a 

number of times and we were on fairly good terms. So he volunteered to me and 

he said, "Mr. Colton, I,' and it was quite clear to me he wasn - t deliberately using 

me as a channel., Then he told me, "Do you know that Mr. Hat oyama i· S name is 

going to be presented to the Emperor as the next prime minister?" Ah ha, my 

ears pricked up. So shortly after we finished and I returned to SCAP LSupreme 

Commander Allied Power~/ headquarters and of course this was again an illustration 

of how we. worked. Many of my reports in GZ went up to Government Section, so in 

this case as I recall now, I went up to Government Section in person and I can't 

remember whether I saw Chuck Kades or whether r passed the note on to him that 

Hatoyamals name was going to the Emperor the next day. And 10 and behold, there 

was an immedj:.ate SCAP directive and live always felt that I was res.ponsible be'r'· 

cause it named Hatoyama as an individual purgee~ I think it was within the next 

lZ hours. If I had to do it over again, I think T would have to do the same 

thi:ng, but I dQ ;t;eel that i:t was an example o:e a misperception o:e SCAP ~ And 1: 

us.ed to see Hatoyamarather ;f·requently from that time on because I got acquainted 

with him personally' and me.t his' w:;lf e.. Any' Japanese. politician I quickly lea)?ned, 

i~ you wanted to understand a Japanese politician, you better learn his family, 

learn some.thing about his wi:e e in particular ~ ·Mrs. Hatoyama was a quiet, 

reserved person who obviously had had to put up with a lot of peccadilloes in 

Tchiro{s career. And yet she was" I think, a very' moderating influence on 

Ichiro. 

So just to s.uromari,ze what our parti.cular role wa,s, GZ,:""""""this WaS Political 

Intelligence, and my function was primarily to .gather, collect and report on 
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political intelligence. And I did primarily' hy personal 

As things developed, I quickly found it was not necessary and in many' ways not 

desirable to go through the. Japanese Liaison Office.. This was the post-·1945 

recreation of the old :Foreign Office. I didn-t want to go through the Liaison 

Office because I assumed that there would be a very' good clearing house of who 

was seeing who and I felt it was none of the Japanese business who I was seeing 
and how often 

_hnd where and what" So I developed my own calling place and I don't think I 

used the Japanese Liaison except on very, very rare occasions after the first 

month or so. 

And then this problem of Hatoyama I think illustrates one of the problems 

of SCAP. It would certainly not be a unique situation but for instance you had 

Grestenseff, a doctrinaire, block~headed, stubborn~~if he wasn't Russian, he 

was Pole hecause he. absolutely could not listen to any other idea, typical of 

some Russians and Poles that I've seen and I hope I'm not ethnically biased 

But they don't listen, they talk. They repeat and repeat and repeat a position~ 

That was one prob.lem" I think SCAP had very few' of those characters, very few, 

because Grestenseff did not remain in Government Section very long. 

The other problem illustrated in SCA~ was this young chap, one of my 

colleague.s, who was doing the reports on the Imperial Rule Political Association" 

And he. was maybe 25 at most, 22 to 25, a capable,intelligent but inclined to see 
, that 

imperatives, blacks and whites, the gradat:;i:on oLI sophisticated type of analysis 
which 

_/may have developed in SCAp but it wasn't something that SCAP was born with, 

That helps me to understand your role very, very well indeed I wondered if you 

got also involved a bit later in the economic purge Or do you know anything 

about some of the purgees Or the famous Ishibashi Tanzan cas.e ~ 
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KC: Well, Ishibashi Tanzan, his case was somewhat related to the Hatoyama case. 

I was not personally involved, but Ishibashi was subject to a personal purge 

directive by SCAP, And tha,t personal purge directive by SCAP was largely ,the 

product o:e GUy Wiggins~ Guy was a young chap '\Mho was about the same age as 

this other young colleague I re~erred to, very capable, very smart, but a 

little bit inclined to find drama was an attractive way' o:e handling the chores 

of the function in the o:efice. I~ you could dramatize it a little bit, it made 

it mQre ei;fectiye" Ishibashi has a reputation in the Liberal Party and 1 be

lieve this phrase WetS used by the Japanese press~ I donlt remember where it 

came ~rom but they' used to ca,ll him tithe little lioraY after Hora Kai. Ishibashi 

was a man who was ready to bite the political bullets and I think I'm correct in 

this, he was in the early,first Yoshida cabinet. He took no nonsense in respond

ing to interpolations and his economic policies were at variance with those which 

SCAP ~ound favorable. 

I had very little contact with Ishibashi at this time but I do know that 

his purge was in part because of the-"l"'"\a,nd I don't think therets anything that 

needs to be. indt,cted for it, but Ishibashi was not beloved by the Government 

Section a.nd Goyernment Section, for better or for worse, wanted a liberal Jap'!"", 

anege a,dministr,cttion and Ishibashi represented a much too orthodox, conservative 

approach~ And Ishibashi did not have the reputation o:e being particularly fond 

of Alrteticanos. I got acquainted with Ishibashi a little bit later and came to 

rath~er like him as an individual <! I remember there. was a Harvard Club in 

Japan that got organized~ reorganized, shortly' after the occupation began and at 

one peri.od in my existence. I forge.t whether 1 was p:rogram chairman or president 

of the Harvard Club. Our luncheons were at noon and we had :rather a large Japanese 
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membership. The Japanese membership included anybody who had studied at Harvard, 

not necessarily a degree but anybody who had studied at Harvard and we had a 

very good, generous attendance. We used to hold our dinners at the Press Club. 

I think I'm correct in this, as I remember. Anyway, it was in Shimbum Alley 

and one time I invited Ishibashi to speak. This had to he after 1950 because 

this is when I returned to Tokyo, and I remember Ishibashi being scheduled co 

Then I remember getting a call from the Diplomatic Section and they wanted to 

know was Ishihashi speaking and what he was going to speak on. I got a little 

bit offended because I thought it might have been a slight pressure and this is 

not desirahle. I said, "Well, as long as you've got freedom of speech and 

this is the Harvard Club, we're going to have this guy." I said, "If you wa.nt 

to come and listen, fine., but we're going to have him." So he did come and 

this guyl' :fine was. there and it was rather a lively-..... 

Q; This is the ESS .LEconomic and Scientific Section! Sheldon ;Fine~ 

KC: Y'es. And obviously he was there to correct any excesses which Ishibashi might 

have. made. So there WaS some rather extended colloquy that went on, amiable, 

pleasant, but they wanted to make sure that any' excesses were tagged and so 

;earth. I remember one time telling the grou:p~ I said, "Well, we're ge.tting tWQ 

speeches for the price of one. H But after that) thi.s is I think the first time 

I really got acquainted with Ishibashi personally.. I~ve had a number of can"""' 

tacts with. him since and in consequence of meeting him, 1. felt the little 

sobriquet of calling him "the little Hora" waS a little bit too strong~ I didn tt 

see thqt strength, :Eiher in hi:m, He was very much interested in paintings~ He 

was, I think he Was a dog fanci.er and also he was i.nterested in flowers.. Hat oyama, 

also considered himself, a horticulturist of sorts. 
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Ishibashi's purge was you know, related to Hatoyama in the sense they 

represented an action of Government Section to insure that there would be a mod

erate political administration. And Yoshida had a lot of credits, at least on 

paper, because of his connectiomwith the 1936 affair when he'd been ambassador 

to Britain. But I was never close to Yoshida. I had only one or two meetings 

with Yoshida. 

Q: SO the Ishibashi purge was really more of a political purge? It was not economic 

although he was editor of Oriental Economist? 

KC: Yes. I can:.:t remember the exact phrases; I think Government Section, as I recall 

now you mention it, Government Section was a little embarrass'ed later becaus.e 

they felt that the terms. of charge or indictment which. fOTmed the basis of his 

pUTge could not really have been fully' defended. They were not really pleased 

with. that action. 

Q: You said that your reports were sent on up to Government Section. Is. this 

because you were doing the intelligence gathering~ the investigation on behalf 

of Government Section, or did they do some of their own as well? 

KC; I think it was my reports would get up there; my reports. were primarily for 

distribution w::tthin G2. I ha.d no power and certa.inly I wouldn t t have had any 

authority to say, "This should go to Government Sect;t.on~ U Hut my relation with 

Government Section was pr:j:marily on a personal basis~ I'm quite sure that G2 

and Government Section, they' had differences in philosophy and political psy"", 

chology~ this is certainly true.. But I think it·s only fair to say that so far 

as I ha.d a,ny awareness ~ that G2 did not deli,berately' keep any data away from 

Goye.rnment Section. Because l~ajor General Cha.rle~l Willoughby and lGeneral 

Courtney ~l Whitney were both part of the so..-·called Hataan Group, and they 
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both depended for their effectiveness upon heing identified as one of the 

"(Japanese word) closures" to {General Dougla2.:/ MacArthur. So there was no 

problem there but my contact with Government Section, I knew the people who 

themselves were conducting political relations, Justin Williams has recently 

published a book but before him there are other people. Justin Williams came 

into the political side much later. The people who were running the Government 

Secti.on, let's see, waS there a guy named Swope who was up there? Harry Emerson 

Wildes was up there. Harry Emerson used to, he and I went on my f;irst inter."..., 

view and I think it was his first post ..... war interview. We went together. We 

worked it together~ He knew I was censored, I knew he was censored, Then af;ter 

that we tended to be a little bit chary about shaxing our delicious nuggets with 

each_other. 

Q: Were you impress.ed by Harry Emerson Wildes' background or information? 

KC: We were impressed at first. He had a couple of books out and I read them, and 

some of hi.s books I think were creditable. I felt that as a political reporter 

for SCAP, he. had a tendency we thought at the time of; reflecting too much the 

perspectiye .of the interyiewer into the interyiewee.. And at one time he was 

findi.ng ;factionalism all oyer, about nine or ten dif;ferent factions and we were 

p~)QhrPQohing this. Sometimes today we might think that he was. perhaps more 

pres_ci.ent than we. were, hut he had a tendencY' to see personalities determining 

allegiances, Actions se.emed to me, and I thlnk I would still agree with thi.s", 

that me was,exagserqted And he was sort of put on the shelf increasingly in 

Goyernment Sectton and tt did hurt him badly. He then moved from Government 

Section tnto the_ Historica.l Section and he maintained his interest in politics~ 

I thtnk it waS a little unhappy experience. 
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You mentioned and you read his books This is a side 

but I remember Justin and his books and that so many people were read-

ing Andrew Roth!:>. Solution in Japan. Did you read Roth and Owen Lattimore's 

Solution in Asia and there was a book by a Robert Ward and a book by a William 

Johnston all about what the post-war settlement should be in East Asia. 

KC: No. The average person in SCA,P did not. I've read the Roth book and letts see, 

l' don't think I ~ve read the Johnston book. :i[e had a f~irlY good library. The 

SCAP library was located in a former theatre. It was. really quite a creditable 

library and I think most of us read about everything they had on the shelves, 

but it wasnlt a research library. I remember being amused and somewhat astonished 

at..-· .... we had a director of our CIS lCivilian Intelligence Sectio~1 and I think he 

was a light colonel, Maybe he was a bird colonel. One time he was talking to 

me. in the corridor and he WaS telling me of all the books that he·d read, he 

wa.s fully informed and so f;orth.. It was hard to keep my face straight because 

these. were elementaries~ and yet one can.be amused but the guy was trying to 

brief; himself? and I think the outstanding motive of; high credibility to the 

SCAP people that many of them knew how much they didn't know and they were in.,... 

credibly naive in many ways. But it was really wonderful. They made the mistake 

on the basi.s of; good will ratTier than malevolence, and this is one of the reasons 

why W:;tlde WaS put on the shelf because he was fi.nding peccadilloes in clay 

upon the. feet o£ the statue~ And the rest of; us were sasing, ~'No ~ that i.8 all 

right!' that t s. a good, genuine posture, position £or a :per80n~ H And I thi.nk if; 

you had to do it oyer again? I think itls very much to the credit of the Americans~ 

I -remenl,ber M:atsumoto Shigeharu one time we. were talking about the dif;ference 

between Japanese and Americans and Shiggie was s:aying, "Well, you know, if you 
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were on a railroad car and a robber was going to hold up the passengers, if 

it was an American railroad car, he would expect somebody would jump that 

robber. And if you jumped that robber, you knew you would have the help 

of everybody in that car. But," he says, "if it was a Japanese car, no 

Japanes.e would lift his finger. If you jumped that man, the rest of them 

would look straight ahead or out the window." And there's that type of 

credibility that the Japanese had maybe like Matsumoto on the basis of their 

prewar contacts. But this naive goodwill, good spiritedness of the 

Americans I think was recognized by the Japanese. And it was only much 

later that the Japanese began to carp at some of the American misjudgments and errors, 

but by and large, most of the Japanese thought that Americans were seven 

feet tall. And if they made a mistake, they figured it had to be on purpose. 

I think I told you about the Japanese view of the bombing of the Diet Building. 

They attributed that little light bomb that hit the what is now the House of 

Councilors as being aimed at the German Embassy across the street. It was the 

fault of the German Embassy being that far away. 

Q: I wanted to ask you more about some of the Japanese politicians that you got 

to know so well. You've already told me quite a bit about some of the Communists 

and about Nosaka, but I think we didn't fully explore what you wanted to say 

about the significance of the elections of early 1949, January 1949, the sig-

nificance of the Yoshida vote, what that revealed, and also the Red Purge as 

we go on into 1950. 

KC: I think the 1949 election·was probably the most significant election in Japan, 

oh, it certainly would cover the two decades since 19.45. The 1949 elections, 
what was. 

two things combined there~ One wa~/happening in Japan, the other was what was 
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happening in the United States First what was happening in Japan? You had 

the Katayama Cabinet ;fell OBviously they could not adjust the irreconcilable 

economi.c, philosophical views of this hodge ..... podge coalition. It was a crazy-

quilt coalition. I think some of SCAP influence. has to be recognized in 

making this come about. SCAP was so concerned after 1947 that the Socialists, 

though they won the plurality votes, would be denied a place in the cabinet. 

Well anyway, getting down later, after Katayama fell, as you know, Yoshida 

took over and he got involved in the Shaw-Dengle case. And his cabinet fell in 
of 

I believe it was October. This was a cabinet that fell because/ineptitude. In 

one sense it was not able to achieve a success;ful policy in terms of accomplish.,.... 

ments. In 1948 SCAP was still concerned with letting the Japanese stew in their 

own juice economically. We were beginning to render economic aid, and this is 

really outside my bailiwick. But SCAP was sympathetic to the Socialists and 

the Yoshida political moves, and I think this helped to move the government 

policy away ;from letting them stew in their juice. It would be extremely in ..... 

teresting to check, maybe you already have, as to what was the period in which 

the United States recognized that if the democratic movement was to succeed, it 

had to succeed on the economic level as well as the political level. And this 

consciousness was tncreasingly being built up in 1948 and most of us were begin ..... 

ning to perceive. this I don t t think in our stup:j:dity. . . , 

With_ the. weakness O;E Yoshida and the liberal movement, there was no alter-

native to the Katayama..-Yoshida line. There was no place it could go. You saw 

by 19A9 Inukai was a rubber crutch and he was very unhappy in the Democratic 

Party. And SCAP really was trying to prevent Yoshida from coming to power and 

SCAP raised the question of the appropriateness of the dissolution of the cabinet 
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based upon Article 69 whether a minis,ter could dissolve. the 

Diet~ And Yoshida grabbed the bull by the horns against the position or the 

will of Government Section actually. And to some degree this was a very strong 

evidence of the resurgence of Japan. The elections were held in January 1949 

and several things were characterized by that election. One, the Socialists 
usual 

and the Communists were at thei.;h./loggerheads over a united front or a common 

alliance or united front, and this was a grave concern to SCAP. 

One of the things-.-this may be a detour beyond your question, not an 

immediate thrust. But another colleague and I got the permission of SCAP to 
down 

make an election junket. We went all--no!-!in the southern part of Japan, what 

the Japanese. called the "western part." But we did cover parts of Tohoku and 

off in Hokoiku and we came down to Toki. Let me see, did we get as far-,,-no, 

I guess we didn't get much beyond Toki, but we were primarily interested in 

the Japanese response to the cornmon front which the Communists were trying to 

push. on the Socialists. The weakness of that liberal movement of the 

Socialists and the Democrats was clearly evident in the election results, as:' 

you know@ 

Yoshida won an overwhelming majority and I was impressed at the time and 

I have had no reason to change my judgment since that the Japanese voters were. 

essentially 'Voting ;Eor a stable government. They were not necessarily voting 

;Eor Yoshida. They were all voting for a government that could govern. They had 
of 

seen the coalition ahsolutely almost" collapse becaus~!internecine con;Elicts and 

disputes;I and that's one aspect of it. 

,Another aspect, Yoshida ........ r think this. has been commented by many serious 

analysts 0:1; the Japanese. politics. Yoshida recognized that for competence he 

needed compe.tent people, and he deliberately went out and he recruited bureau"'" 

c-r.ats, an~ thi,s is where our old Kinen and the rest came in. They were recruited 
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former 
by the liberals and why were they recruited? Japanese ;Foreign Service 

officer told me that they were recruited because the bureaucrats were horrified 

at the incompetence of the Socialist administration. As technicians, they were 

just absolutely horrified that there was only rhetoric and no programs, and 

this may have helped Yoshida's recruiting. In a very surprising way SCAl' 

assumed and I think, if I recall correctly, I assumed at the time that the 

bureaucrats would be sympathetic to the. Socialist program. This was not the 

case. Now Yoshida beneXited tremendously by this infusion oX young blood. 

The other parties, particularly the Shimpelto and what has been later the 

Democratic Party, got a tremendous infusion of fresh blood in 1947. They had 

some really top-flight people come in, youngsters, I mean very young men4 And 

it was my pleasure.,....,..I deliberately went out trying to identixy these young 

guys and I used to mee.t them very frequently. And. they were very excellent 

personal. 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

, , • they would stand up in terms of the.:;tr qualifications. and their 

as young Diet members as good as any, whether it was American or British at the time. 

Well, in 19A~ 

And the general public was inclined to vote for the party that could control, 

and this is, I think, one of the reasons why Hatayama failed in 1953 because 

his Bunjito had not the slightest p~oS'pect of winning power. And this is 

another Teason why the old Shingeto, Liberal Club, at the present time is 

never going to ge.t off the ground. by itself. The'se small minority groups are 

going to be supported by the dogmatists, the idealogues, but they're not going 

to be supported by the politicos by the practical politicians. I think this 

has been demonstrated. I felt the election in 1949 was significant. Of course 
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into 
this led to Inukai moving over/the Liberal Party and I think this was the time 

Joe Dodge came over, the first of the year of 1949. And Joe Dodge was there 

to give him sulphur and molasses as a financial remedy, and the Japanese were 

ready for it. Then, you see, the international situation helped Yoshida's 

Liberal Party tremendously, not by planning, purely by action because the 

Korean War occurred in a year. And the Korean War was a massive capital in-

fusion process for the Japanese economy. It was just like thE¥tripled, quad~ 

rupled ten times say in export. This was unearned income and one would be hard 

put to speculate what would have been the political course of Japan without it. 
of 

And I certainly would say the Japanese were awar~/that advantage, if I may 

just add a piggyback comment to the Korean War. 

I was talking to Ikeda who was Minister of Finance after the Korean War, 

and I was commenting on the fact that I could see the growing economic balance 

in Japan because I could see the waist of the Japanese man was expanding and I 
economic 

could,--one of my simple rules of observin~/affluence was looking at the clothes 

counters in the Japanese. stores and men on the streets. 

The only thing I just would add is that the Korean War is in the same 

Aid 
catego.ry Of importance. in Japanese economic revival as the PL48.o./program and 

the. Suez exisis. And the ?L480 program as it applied to Japan of course had 

its antecedents' in the GARIOA {Government Relief in Occupied Areap,/ program. 

PL480 did not ge.t under way of course until after the occupation was over. It 

couldn't have heen any earlier than 19.54. But Japan, I think most Japanese 

economists would agree that this whole line of aid and assistance like GARIOA 

plus' PL480 had a tremendous impact of moderating what could have been a very 

disastrous inflationary cycle in Japan~ 
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Q: I had tacked on a further about the Red in and 

if you wanted to add anything beyond your previous comments. And then I 

had also wanted to ask if you had comments on other politicians, particularly 

women politicians. 
that 

KC; Let's take up first the Red Purge. I can dispose of any comment~/I would have 

on it very briefly because the Red Purge got under way really in about 1950 

and as I recall it, tended to coincide with the outbreak of the Korean War be-

cause the Scapin,:;.: 550 was applied to the Communists in a paradoxical way in 1950" 

And thi,s was part of a development in the Sohyo organization of labor unions" 

And this was, as you know, and I think it's, everybody knows it, that -Sohyo was-

originally organized by SCAP as a means to create a moderate labor movement to 

counter the then existing Leftist trends. And the Japanese situation of course 

quickly got out of SCAP hands and other moderate hands. The Red Purge was 

much. talked about :tn Japanese ........... I was only very, very, very generally related 

to it be,caus'e when I came Back to Japan in 1950 I was with the Historical 

Department ,rather than then G2 and I was not directly involved. But there was 

a very strong applicat:Lon I think with. a great deal of enthusiasm by the Japanese. 

I ';r'en}eJ]),ber coming back in 1950 talking with a Socialist office worker who 
son. 

happened to be Kato Kanda '!!..I I forget his name. He was active in the Socialist 

Youth. Movement and he was telling me how, their feeling there'd been a tremendous 

p$ychQlogi.ca,l change in SCAP, They used to feel tha,t SCM was benevolently 

;e-r:t,endly to them. and the.y' felt that SCAP was now aloof and was potentially an 

adyers.ary, And I. Xo_und this very true when I came back in 1950 that the 

attitude of the Socialists and the attitude of th.e Lef.tists Socialists was 

particularlY,' hostile and c;t;itical. There wasn't the normal assumption of 
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openness of assumed readiness to from the assumed 

that you were going to be critical, hostile and negative and you maintained 

contacts with your Leftists on the basis of personal contacts. One exception, 

I think, I had had only brief contact with the Kano Inoru before 1950, but 

through some of my friends, Japanese friends, I got acquainted with him after 

I came back in 1950. Takano Manoru was a very, very, very, very far left 

Marxist/Socialist/crypto-Communist. I think that would not be an inaccurate 

reference to him. I had a number of talks with him about this deteriorating 

SCAP political situation.. Of course he saw it completely in the Marxist per..--

spective, but he was one of the chaJEowho was very frank and spoke very openly, 

at least in our. conversations, in Communist criticism of SCAP. And it may be 

beca,u$:e pf lIlY Japanese go-hetweens he felt I would listen. And of course I 
a, 

did. It was jus!./wonde'I'ful opportunity to get this insight, and he would talk 

about the. Socialist dis.agreements in the 1920' s, the police closing Of parties 

and tILe splinter of parties. almost as though it were. yesterday the vividness 

with_ whi.ch he. recalled these things and not s.·o much the emotional, hyper'\'"" 

emotional ~ervor of anger liut a cold, polish.ed anger that was so deeply rooted 

it was not goi.ng to he. di.spelled by one ray of sun or change of connnent ~ 

We tried to ..... ..-I was tnterested in Takano because he was very close to the 

Lefti.s.t pr.essure in the SOm!> and I was frankly hoping to persuade him of; a 

certa,:j:n a.mount of reas.onablenes:s of lahormoyement which would keep So~ from 

getting comple.tely out of hand, I can remember going to a So~ conventi.on, I 

trunk i.t was in the fall of 19.30 or was it in 1951. It was for the firs:t time 

going to a convention like that that one o~ m:r colleagues, Japanese acquaintances 

who wanted to give. me same. tnformati.on, had to give it to me with what was 

ohvious- 1:0 him a certa,in concern that his closeness to me might not have been 
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helpful to him in his relations with his colleagues 
it 

This was a drastic change 

from wha!/was even four months before. 

The Red Purge came about the same time as some of these accidents in--

let's see, there was a railroad accident, I believe, at Metaka. Then the 

Matsakawa Incident occurred during this period of the Korean War. Chalmers 

Johnson's book covered that, of course, very well and my own critique of 

that book was that it reads too much like a Hollywood suspense drama and I 

don't think it does full justice to the context of that at all. 

With respect to women politicians, I guess the woman I knew best was 

Kato Ka,nju's wife,Snizue. Her English was good, very sharp, very alert woman, 

very much I think aware of her uniqueness, both as a baroness and as a Socialist 

and as a woman member of the Diet. I think she may not have had the amount of 

influence that she might have hoped for but basically her heart was in the 

right place. I remember her not so much for her policy matters. I remember 

her as a personality. She illustrated typical concern that any Japanese, and 

very logical, in meeting a SCAP person, she wanted to find the background. 

She wanted to know who she was dealing with, I mean, on the status ladder. 

Where is your status? On this depends on how she was going to react. 

1 remember Mrs. Kato asking a colleague of mine, "Mr. Sapho, what was 

your position in the Army?" And John replied, "Mrs. Kato, I never rose above 

a rank. of a colonel." He had been a sergeant. And of course Mrs. Kato knew 

that she was be.ing told but John said it so sweetly that it was a delightful 

thing to observe. 

Another Japanese politico whom I knew but not too intimately was, there 

was a Mrs. Kondo, if. I remember her name right3 I think she was a parliamentary 
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Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs in one of the Yoshida early cabinets. And 

this was purely' a tokenism. She was a good, sweet little housewife, intel-

ligent but her election to the Diet was purely a representation of Women's Lib 

type of thing. I think I may have told you that in 1936 when the women 

elected, was it 38 or 39 women to the Diet, SCAP's monthly report hailed that 

as evidence of how quickly democratization worked. And those of us we laughed 

and laughed and laughed because the Japanese voters had two votes and the 

women who got elected were obviously the beneficiaries of the second vote, 

not the ~irst" 
(t 

And I think after that first 19$9. election, I think the next 

one. was somethtng like. 18 or 12 and they've gone down proportionately. Mrs. 

Kondo was only an indication of the thinness of this feminine movement. 

There was another 

Yamash.tda, from Fukishima. She was a tough cookie, strongly, stoutly built 

and had a voice to match. She was the equal of any man in two-fisted drinking 

and also in political independence. In a way she was rather unusual because 

her independence was more assertive than even Kato's. Kato's was deft and a 

l:Lttle more subtle.. Yamashida' s was a little more like punching a fist through 

a paper shield. She. was respected by her colleagues and yet at the same time 

I gathe;r;-ed she was a little bit, she offended a number of them because she 

lacked the graces of th.e Japanese woman. 

None. of the women really had any significant force in Japanese politics, 

then Or even later. There was a woman in the House of Councilors. What was 

her name.? Oh.., heck, she. died some years ago. Well, her role was more signif-

icant in her external Diet organizational connections than as a Diet woman and 

there were several e~fortS' made to organize housewife movements to rice price, 

if I 'remember 'right, something like that, but they never really got off the 
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ground, they were not effective that I can recall. 

Q: Do you know anything a.bout the purge of Ishikawa 

KC: No, I can't say that I have. I met her and I think I met her long after 

th~t purge was involved and I think if I would just make a general research 

of that, her purge was probably, as some purges were, 

She had a reputation 

was not suf~iciently bulwa.rked by performance. I did know her. 

Q: One or two other names come to mind. I know that Kishi was under indictment, 

not ~or the purge but for war crimes. I wondered if you investigated, knew 

about Kishi and whether you had anything more to say about his brother's 

KC: Stnce he was indicted as a war criminal, this was outside of the Political 

Sectt.on's to deal wt.th ~ As I may have mentioned, he was among the last 

o;t the depurgees' to come, to be released. I think he was released even in 

the. last week o:e that particular period I met him .... -Iet's see, whom did I 

mee.t him through? He. came back to the Liberal Party, and we all felt, at 

le~st my· colleagues, we ;telt that this was a little bit offensive and we felt 

that he didn't take. full cognizance of what should have been a more humble 

position for one with his record, because everybody knew o~ his record in 

Manchuria, and he wa.s perhaps an archetype of machine common in the twenties 

and the thirties. And he was not a particularly prepossessing individual in 

his appearance, Maybe that psychologically hurt some of us. And as I think 

now, at the time I wa,s very much interested in what was going to be the future 

of Hatoya,ma. Hatoyama was also one of the last to be depurged and there was 

a terl;ifi.c controversy' going on be.tween Hatoyama and Yoshida as to the terms 

under which. Hatoyama had given up his presidency. And my recollection is that 

Kishi had al:igned himself more or less--I put him in the position with the Yoshida 

people.M:Y' sympathies were with Hat oyama . 

I met Kishi sometime later. I was talking with him before he became prime 

minister and again this was part of my technique to identify these people as ea~ly as 
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possible who might be prime minister material, and then meet them. I had 

an arrangement with some character from the Foreign Office who had had some 

personal connection with Kishi. I don't quite remember. But this is how 

you do these things, as you know. I mean, you use your acquaintances to 

dredge up a contact who can unlock a door for you. This is part of the fun 

was finding a key to unlock a door, and I think I talked to him at the time 

because I was interested in possibly writing a series of political profiles 

of pre.sent or possible future leaders in Japan. As I recall now, I think 

Tmet h:;tm with this in mind~ I had a strong feeling of his competence. I had 

a st1;ong ;t;e.eling that the guy was--he revealed to you as much as he wanted to 

reveal and he was quite conscious of his pre-1945 background and I felt he was 

t'rYing to maybe overcome it. I very consciously did not use the phrase "live 

it down" because. T had a fe.eling that in one sense he was the kind of a man 

who would not have apologized for his prewar career. It would have been a 

1Uistake~ He. wouldn't have apologized for it. I was very much in favor of 

lshibashi's sequence on the prime. ministership and when Kishi succeeded 

Ish:thashi, I felt this was a very sudden bolting in the power. As an individual 

I wasn't pleased with. it but the. man's competence. 

Kishi of cours.e reminds me, I think you mentioned an interest in Sato. 

Of course Sato is, they're brothers, and my connection with Sato was very 

IDodest. One thing I remember is that Sato, I think, was secretary of the 

Party in 1949... Either that or he was chairman of the Policy Research Council. 

And I had him come in for an interview. That's right, it was just before the 

election~ as I recall, of; 1949.. But something I did not say in talking about 

that election ea;rlier, I forgot to mention the tremendous impact of the primaries 

in the United States on the Japanese politics. You probably have seen photo ..... 

graphs of some o:t; these albums of the carpenter shop. 
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Q: you did mention that to me before, yess 

KC: Did I mention how Bunker was so shocked by MacArthur's loss in Wisconsin1 

Q: Yes. 

KC: Now this had a tremendous impact, not only the primaries but the election 

in 1948 was perhaps even more so because the Japanese were all betting on 

.LThomas E-=-.I Dewey. And when .LPresident Harry S~/ Truman won, it was after 

that that I was talking with Sato and Sato was one of the first politicians 

in J'apan of the conservative ilk that I had met who ~ as we indicated in this inter.,..., 

view was not coming to SCAP crying on SCAP's shoulders to do something about 

Communism. Hemade a statement which. I thought was highly credible. He 

said;>, nWell, the Connnunists have proved they're willing to work at the grass 

roots. We simply have got to outwork them. We cannot by default lose an 

election and then complain." And this makes me believe that I was talking 

to him on an election campaign committee or the Policy Research Council .. 

I was very much impress'ed by him. I was much more favorably impressed by him 

than by Kishi. 

Q: Before gotng on to the next stage of your career in the occupation in the 

Histori.cal Section, T wondered if you had any comments about some of; the other 

policies, even though you were on the sidelines of those things; for example, 

the war crimes trials.. Did you ever attend any of the trials? Do you know' 

any,thing about the preparation for defense or prosecution? 

KC: 1 don tt know the details. One of the. lawyers came from my home town, Paul .' 

Cunningham. He~s now dead. One of the attorneys in the war crimes trials· 

was a man named Robinson, a Navy man. I guess he was a commander, equivalent 

in rank~ whatever it was, to a colonels He was evidently a Harvard Club man. 
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I attended several of the sessions and attended the final judgment meeting, 

not close to it at all I was at one time the individual who was asked to 

w.r;ite a, government summary of the. trial. As I recall, he got sick or some.,... 

thing and I was to be his standby if he had to be covered at the time. I 

was supposed to summarize the trial form but I don't think it made as much 

impact on the Japanese as SCAP might have wished~ They assumed these guys 
that 

were going to be guilty and once the decision was made/ the Emperor was not 

going to be made an indicted person, the Japanese took it as one of the facts 

of life. The scattering of the ashes, I just don't think it made any real 

impact. 

Q: Do you think that they at all followed reports of the trials in the Japanese 

newS.papers or would they have cared one way or another about the way in which. 

the eVidence was presented? 

KC: T can l t ma,ke any judgment. 

Q: Ybur polittcians didn't talk about that? 

KC: No, they didn't. The politicians were mOre interested in what was happening 
in 

in China and I think I told you what happened! the white papers. Because 

SCAP wa,s trying to get people to attend and sit in the balcony, SCAP did every"'" 

thtng it could to maximize the circulation of inf.ormation. But since the 

trials did dra,g on a, long time and there. were plenty of photographs in the 

papers on it, so Itm sure it wa.s well-known to the Japanese. But I think 
for 

there was some.thing to be. saidl the. J'apanese situation. "Why everything's 

okay. These guys failed. Okay, they're culpable~1t And you don't get involved 

in someone else's busi.ness. I don t trecall there being any petitions of any 

signifi,cance. signed in behalf of any of these people. When what was it, Ozawa 

or; one of the guys, who was crazy as a loon acted up, some people may have felt 
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this was a put-on madness, but it didn't become a cauS'e celebre, at least 

among my associates. My political friends never talked about it. 

Q,: What ahQut ..... -just one last question on these war crimes trials-.,-what about 

the one. civilian, Hirota, who had been a bureaucrat and a politician and a 

prime minister, and Shigemitsu a.nd Kido Kuichi? 

KC: Shigemitsu never--I think I'm correct on this. Jiminy Crickets, it's crazy. 

No. Shigemitsu was in prison, wa.sn' t he and he was released. I met Shigemitsu 

only a:eter he was released. I knew hiS' attorney, George Furness, and George 

Furness may s.till be Living in Tokyo. He t s another Harvard man. Kido, I met 

his son, and thi.s is again at the end of the occupation per se Shigemitsu 
they were 

was with. the old Minseito line leanings of the Democratic Party whom/ seek ..... 

ing to head the.ir movement, and I thought he was a poor character. He didn't 

show a political suppleness, he was a very poor speaker of the Japanese pattern 

of political speakers. I understand, at least they used to tell me,that they 

did not feel a leader could read a speech because that means the ideas were 

not fresh, his mind not geared to his spirit, and you had to deliver it with 

a,s much. exteD}porary atmospherics as you could. Well, then he wasn't competent 

tn dotng that and T thought he was very stodgy. He didn't impress me. I had 

a, numoer ot' interviews with him and he never came across as being anything 

more than a good, standard, predictable administrative bureaucrat type, a safe 

and sane diplomat who would probably function very adequately according to the 

brakes that were applied. I would say that he probably had some decent in ..... 

stincts but he certainly didn't have any political :instincts. The expectations 

that he would rally a movement in the public of the moderate liberal movement 

just never got off the ground. He spoke at International House one time through 

my :inVitation to a group of Americans who were studying in Japan. They liked 
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to call themselves American Scholars in Japan. My wife and I and others used 

to attend their meetings. Shigeharu Matsumoto used to--he was the organizer 

of ft. He had Shigemitsu speak on one occasion and I thought it was a very 

sorry performance., almost insulting to some of the groups in some of the cliches 

that he was using. I had the feeling that he would think in terms of cliches. 

It would have been a disaster for Japan I think if he had been prime minister 

in anY' significant sense. But those who supported him were among the liberal 

elements in his party. And they supported him because they thought that the 

depurge movement would create an upsurge of political strength which these 

depurgees could rally. And of course I think he just failed. 

Q: Ba,ck in that earlier period did you ever investigate or know those who in

vestigated Kagawa? 

KG: Only very little and T'll only just say this that Kagawa was thought of in 

G2 Section as a hypocrite. and they were constantly referring to a picture 

showing him shouting "Banzai! Banzai!" and thought that he had lent himself 

to a support of the aggressive movement. I think this was characteristic of 

some 01; 11lY' younger colleagues and of course I was young myself. I was much 

more sympathetic at 20. he.cause I had heard of his name and knew of him as a 

person some 10 years bef;ore in America in the Midwest. But speaking of 

Ka,gawa reminds me of the other element. There was a very interesting other 

connection that happened about that time with the old Sorgy case,which you 

know the Sm7gy case. of course very well. But at the end of the war we knew 

only very, very little about the Sorgy case. And I was interested in--now 

let's see, how did we find out, through one of the distant hangers-on of 

Konoe t, s., we found tha.t a house that Konoe used out in the suburbs there'd 

oe.en some:--.... ,r think I'm correct in this; I might maybe put a caveat there. 
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One of. the members of the Sorgy ring had left a trunk of material that we 

found going out to the Konoe house. I'm calling it the Konoe house. The 

name I will have to check.. And we brought this tin trunk back to G2 with a 
of 

great deal/you know excitement and we thought it was going to be something of. a 

treasure. trove. Of course oDviously the Japanese police would have--I don't 

know whether they knew about it or not but later when we opened it we found a 

lot of. trash and I mean inconsequential stuff. But then later in some of my 

prowlings around in the Home Ministry--I forget now how it happened ..... --I was 

trying to find the wartime record of some Japanese politician and I was over 

in the Justi.ce Ministry and trying to find out if there wasn't some court 

acti.ons. And they s.aid the only place that court action records might have 

been kept was in one of the Tokyo district court8. And those records had 

been s.equestered by SCAP, and they thought they were in the Allied Press and 
Section 

Translationj So we went over there,and I think I'm correct in this. Anyway, 

when we got there or wherever it was, we found not what I was looking f.or but 

we. ;Eound a whole case of record8 of the Sorgy case. And I've never taken the 

time to follow i:.t up but I~d like to believe.--and of cours.e I reported this 

when 1 came back to SCAP headquarters. And I think this may have made a very 

'material contribution to what Willoughby who later was to concentrate on..--he 

was t:rying to de~end himself against a possible suit by what was it, Anna 

Louise Strong, I believe it was. And Willoughby s.pent an unconscionable amount 

of taxpayer dollars trying to prove that he was never wrong and he had a whole 

little kikon goi.ng of collecting documents, translating documents. He would 

send people. to Shanghai and elsewhere to collect all this sort of stuff, but 

I always felt that my discovery of all this treasure trove in the Tokyo courts 

was probably his chief reliance0 I've never even seen him, of. course. 
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But the Kag~wa case did not surface very long and loud, but I know G2 

we felt that we--and I shouldn't say "welt but I know a number of my colleagues 

felt that he was hypocritical. And I think there was a picture in Life 

Magazine that showed him, a full-pa,ge picture o:e Kagawa and a skull. Was 

th~t the skull on R,oosevelt' s' desk? Ii d have to check. Come to think of it, 

there may, have. been a skull on Roosevelt's desk and Kagawa was quoted in re,..., 

pugnance against it. Anyway, he was on a black list~ 

Q: Was G2 at all involved in any of the investigation or discus:sion a,bout the 

possibility o:e the. E:rnperor as a war criminal or was that very, very hush-,hush 

and you didntt quite know what was going on until the decision was handed down? 

KC: It was so hush ..... hush I wasn't involved. 

Q: Do you know if there was an investigation o:e some sort? 

KC: My guess, my seat-of-the-trousers guess is that type of an investigation would 

have been ;funneled through the war crimes trial group of legal handlers. They 

had a very large staf:e. 

Q: The International Prosecution Section and they wouldn't have needed your 

surveys? 

KC: No, They wouldn't have needed us. They might have) if any of us came across 

the material! I never bad occasion to come across any material like that. Bob 
as 

Buto who wrote ~apanls Decrsion to Surrender,/you know, he for a time was in 

our sectron. And I never heard Bob refer at this time to coming across any-

thing like. that, and this was one of his early interests in that particular 

phase. 

Q: And E.R. Nor:rnan too, was he one of your early colleagues? 

KC; E.H.. Noxman wa,s. one o:e the first heads o:e the Research Section of CIS LCivilian 

Intelligence Section/' and E.H. Norman I may have mentioned was the man who 
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I think was at the release o~ the prisoners 

from Tokyo Prison as the result of that October scapin} was it 93, the 

Civil Rights Scapin~ He greeted Shiga and the like when they came out of 

prison. He shortly after resigned from his SCAP position and then became 
C a \lcLt1l'"~~v'"I"l/lr-

the diplomatic re.presentative. for the Kenne'oy people. I saw him only 

casua.lly from time to time since because some of; my colleagues were there 

when he,was head of; it and through them T met him. But you know, 10 tremendous 

Q: Did you at that time read his book or had you read his book, Japan's Emergence 

as a Modern State? That was 1940. 

KC: Yes. No, I hadn't, I hadn't. I read that book actually in.the occupation 

but it was some time after I read it, and I never used this, I never was con-

scious of this as any basis for my analysis. But when I read it I was very 

much impressed because at that time I was in the Historical Section and I 

was wri.ting a monograph for SCAP on the political purge. And the bottom line, 

if; I could use this phrase at that time, I was tremendously impressed with 
the 

the fact that the Japanese political system did not develo~/arch-Fascist 

characteristics of Germany or Italy. And I came to the conclusion that 
the Potsdam Declaration as by 

basically I suppose I was as much influenced by/Norman's book but he helped 

to support it. I felt the Potsdam Declaration was absolutely correct and I 

fully subscribed to it that there was a latent democratic tendency and that 

the function of the occupation was to revive it, and I think this was the 

feeling of practically everybody that I knew, even if they had only super-

ficially read the. assumptions that this was a valid litmus paper reading of; 

American sentiment. And when I was writing this monograph I was all the more 

convinced. I felt that there was a tremendous residual resistance within an 
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authoritarian society, within a form of a totalistic type of a society, of 

those who were not swept by the tide. And I suppose I was in part influenced 

by my involvement with Hatoyama's original purge and my long contacts. I 

knew, everybody in the Dokokei I met that was living and surviving. I think 

I met everyone of those from Sato down the list. They were all very decent 

people and I felt that there was a certain element of political and personal 

and moral courage for the Dokokei in 1942. And this was the kind of a courage 

which_ Kawakami Jotaro had rot demonstrated, and this was the kind of a courage 
f: 

that Jtusai had not demonstrated. And I thought this showed guts a.nd these 

were people who, with_all the societal pressures of this system, you might 

have a.nticipated that they would go along. And when they formed the Dokokei 

and really they were- challenging Tojo, this was a very strong point in my 

conclusi.ons. 
original 

But going back to you.:::./comment about Norma.n' s book. I felt this sup-

po-rted my thesis very well. When I finished writing this monograph, I was really 

quite influenced at the time. I know I had discussions with some of my Jap-

anese friends and they were, I think, surprised that I'd reached this con-

clusion. And T can say with all modesty that they were just delighted that I 

had come. to that conclusion. 

END TAPE I, BEGIN TA;PE II 

1: think if I were writing that manuscript again I'd say the same thing. 

Q: - T would like to knowillore about the writing of the monographs but first I 

wondexed if you also had gome comments, again from the sidelines, about 

economic polj:'cies and any more comment about the so~called reverse course~ 
just 

KC: I can't say T have anything excep~/a curbstone obs.erver' s point of view. 
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it 
But this wa,s the Yakakorsubusiness We , we saw 

it in the labor movements. This seemed to be a triumph of those who were 

critical of the original purge. As you know, there was a great deal of 

criticism of·the zaibatsu purge and the criticism was that this was destructing 

the. sinews and the bulwarks of a society and the like. I think that Yakakorsu 

was abetted by the fact that it began to get momentum due to the weakness of 

this It.heral Socialist moderate movement coupled with, the tenseness of the 

Cold War was clea,rly mounting. And then with the Korean War was just a fillip. 

I~ think the. KOl;ea,n War pushed it~ gave. it tremendous momentum. With Joe 

Dodge's appearance~ it was just all due to the American interest, I think"""'

a,ga,in you've made a s·tudy of this and l' haven't even thought about it for a 

long time but we. had a number of American officials coming to Japan. As I 

re.call~ lKenne.th! Royall. Was that his name? 

Q: Yes~ 

KC: And thel;e. we;r;e seve;t;al others. 

Q: i Genet'al W.tlli.a;m ~/ Draper? 

KC: Yes, DrapeJ; ~ ,rtght, makt.ng sta,tements in effect that Japanes.e hands should not 

De tn American pocke.ts or the taxpayer t s pockets. And not so much being cold 

and cruel, but let's help Japan be self-supporting. And of course this is 

,re:l;lected in that purge~ the depurge progra,m that was, announced in when 

was'itr I: think it was- in the fall of 1951. You see, when M;acArthur was dis .... 

missed and you had hi's' successor, I think there was a feeling of not so much 

PQlttical pressure but it ~oulg be interesting to see what the American " 

documents show. I think there may have been a feeling that the Japanese 

needed a little more support because the MacArthur mystique was gone. But 

the original depurge, I think, and your information I hope will agree, my 
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that the purge was on the economic side and the pol-

purge came later. At least every member--if you haven t talked with 

Dick Finn; Dick Finn was in the. Embassy at the time and I remember Dick was 

telling me at one time there was the American Eighth Corps offices in Washington 

that were putting the pressure on the depurge and primarily it was on the 

economic depurge. Again basically, if the democracy was going to survive, 

they've got to have some bread to put under their butter. I can't say that I 

was .......... I certatnly wasnlt hostile to it but as I mentioned earlier, the climate 

was different. The pleasure, the joy of SCAP was beginning to be attenuated 

o.eeause you were no.'W talking about plastering the walls and fixing some cracks 
s-tructures~ 

rather than butlding scaffolding for the. old! The real pleasure was getting 

the. edi~ice s:et up. 

Q: You .don't call to mind the problem of the various types of people who went 

out and wor.ked in SCAP? T would be very interested in your observations of 

the various types, the zealots, the idealists, those to whom it was just a 

jQb~ tho$e. who we;re mtsst.onary..-minded about it in Japan. Do you have any 

KG: Well, thi.s is.- almost curbstone again, but I think I've said before, the people 

tha,t I worked with really it was amazing. They were working 60 hours a week 

and loVing it~ Nobody punched timeclocks. People would come in in the 

eyeni.ngs' and people would come in on weekends. And when SCAP ,what was it, 

aJ;ound 1950, I guess it was, SCAP started a system of Wednesday afternoons 

o;t;:t; ~nd Saturday mornings on, cutting down at least one-half day, some of us 
like 

thought the light had just sort of dimme~/ putting a 25~watt bulb in the 

~:Lxture. 
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The. real advantage to that first wave of Americans is that so many of 

them came without 'rac:j:,al prejud:j:ces. It was an alien society. Our first 

reaction was s:uspicion~ In the first days of the occupation there was a 

tremendous reputation or rumor going around in G2 that there was a Japanese 

Ma:Eia, type. by the name of Ando. He was connected with the Ando Runi, you 

know, the construction company, and that he was the guy who had originally 

planned to lead a resistance to HacArthur when h.e landed or I forget now, the 

rUmor ts a little bit old in my recollection, either that he would guarantee 

the. arrival of :MacArthur or he'd obstruct MacArthur. But in essence, when I 

got to Tokyo in January 1946, Ando was a name you conjured withe And we had 

a young seJ;geant as our receptionist.We looked out the Dai..-Ipchi window and 

we. could see. the. metropolitan police station of;f in the distance. And right 

across the. alleyway was ane 0;1;' the local kesatsu structures. And I remember ...... -

let's see, what was his name.? It 11 think of it in a minute.,-,,-how typical it was 

at that early day, the Japanese would hang their bedding Qut the window for 

airing, you know, in the. morning after they got up. And one time he came to 

us and he said, "I notice those beddings out there. Do you think these are 

signals; Do you think ther're up to some. hanky-panky? I mean, we'd better 

jus't check this out ~" And I remember one. we.ekend John and I were out strolling ...... .,..... 

John liked to wa,lk.--and I noticed we were a little bit apprehensive because Ando 

had a reputation for a strong-arm goony~ And one of; our friends; I think it 

was that young sergeant, come to think about it, who was with. us. He was a 

little apprehensive about where we should wander around Tokyo because Ando's 

men might not like olive drab unif;orms. But that sense of individual respon

sibility of thj.s young sergeant, this sense of; you had a mission and that was 
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very strong in everybody that's been in Japan at that time recognized it 

I think. There was a very strong missionary zeal. This is what led later 

and with the. onse.t of McCarthyism and this Cold War--they unfortunately came 

toge.ther~ There was a general suspicion of some of the gendarme types in 

G2, people. whQ rea,d PaciJic A.ffairs or were recognized as liberals. I know 

one time I was under suspicion because I knew too many Japanese. 

But the first phase where people worked hard were not necessarily informant. 

But they were resilient in their Then you had a number of people 

who came because the income of service in Japan was generous. I think at one 

time. they add you a 25 percent bonus for overseas service or something that 

was very generous. And r. used to watch the people who went back to the United 

States on leave and I classified the people who came back to Japan between 

those who said, "Oh, how happy and glad I am to get back" and these were time 

serve:rs~ These were the guys who'd never had it so good, and these were the 

guys who were down in my black book. There was a beginning by the 1950's the 

words were occasionally used, "If you miss the boat too many times, you will 

never catch. the last ·one~" And you began to see that. The quality and the 

strength of the occupation began to weaken toward 1951, 1952. MacArthur had 

a tendency, as I think I've mentioned, of sending his no-goodnicks, those 

who fouled up, he would send to Korea or to Okinawa. And I think MacArthur 

had a verY' low opinion of the Korean exiles. The goofballs went to Korea. 

1: think you had a wave of missionary drive, then you had a wave of those 

technicians who came to exercise their technical competencies, and then you 

had the time. servers. And I think the time servers were clearly identified 

towaxd the end. The good guys were leaving. This is why I was very pleased 

to leave because it would have been embarrassing to be there any longer. 

END OF INTERVIEW 


